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Abstract: 
     The scattering processes between the quasiparticles in spin- up superfluid with the 
quasiparticles in spin-down normal fluid are added to the other relevant scattering 
processes in the Boltzmann collision terms. The Boltzmann equation has been solved 
exactly for temperatures just below . The shear viscosity component of the A1cT 1- phase 
drops as 
2
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TC . The numerical factor C 1 is in fairly good agreement with the 
experiments. 
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1. Introduction.  
        Viscosity of the A1-phase of superfluid 3He is investigated at temperatures close to 
the transition temperature, T , where the maximum gap in the excitation spectrum is 
small comparison with the thermal energy T. It is supposed that in the A
1c
BK 1-phase only 
spin-up pairs are existed, since it follows from the free energy expression that below the 
transition temperature, T  it is lowered by formation of spin-up pairs. Formation of spin-
down pairs becomes favorable below a temperature 
1c
[ ]12cT . 
      A number of viscosity measurements have been carried out in the A1 and A2 phases 
of superfluid 3He at different high magnetic fields [ ]3,2 . The previous viscosity 
measurements were determined in low magnetic fields [4]. All the results show a sharp 
decrease proportional to the opening of the superfluid energy gap, 
2
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T near 
 and goes as T1cT
-2 for very low temperatures. The calculations of the former region is 
under construction and will be published elsewhere. In obtaining the values of viscosity 
coefficient on the whole region of temperatures is not analytically possible. 
       The viscosity of the A-phase, in zero magnetic field, has been calculated exactly     
for temperatures close to Tc by Bhattacharyya et al (1977) [5] , and Pethick et al (1976) 
[6], and in   the present of a mgnetic field has been considered by Shahzamanian (1975) 
[7]. The results  of Bhattacharyya et al (1977) and Pethick et al (1976) on the viscosity 
drops as 
2
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  for temperatures close to T  and  the exact coefficient of  c
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T
  
has been  expressed    as a function of  normal state properties. 
       In this paper we use the Boltzmann  equation approach for obtaining the viscosity of 
the A1-phase for temperatures just  below T . One, therefore, needs to derive the correct 
form of the Boltzmann equation. This problem in the A-phase has been discussed by 
Bhattacharyya et al (1977) [5] and Pethick et al (1976) [6] extensively. The streaming 
terms  in Boltzmann  equation have the standard form , but  the collision term is more 
complicated  than  normal-state.  In  a  normal    Fermi   liquid    at   low       temperatures  
1c
 the   only   important   collision   process   is   the    scattering of  pairs of   quasiparticles,                              
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but in a  superfluid the quasiparticle number is not conserved, so one also has to take into 
account decay processes in which a single quasiparticle decays into three, and the inverse 
processes, in which single quasiparticle coalesce to from one. In the A1-phase one has to 
take into accunt other processes which come from the scattering between superfluid 
quasiparticles in the spin-up population, the so called Bogoliubov quasiparticles, and the 
normal fluid quasiparticles in the spin-down population. We shall evaluate the collision 
probabilities for these new processes. 
     The Boltzmann equation for a normal Fermi liquid has been solved exactly [8,9]. This 
equation has been also solved exactly for temperatures close to Tc by Bhattacharyya et al 
(1977) [5]. The difference between the collision terms for the normal and superfluid 
states were treated as a perturbation. We  use their method to solve the Boltzmann 
equation for the A1-phase. 
     The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 by writing the interaction between the 
quasiparticles we obtain the collision terms for all the processes. Section 3 is allocated for 
writing the Boltzmann equation and its solution for the A1-phase, then the shear viscosity 
tensor has been calculated for temperatures close to T . Finally in section 4 we give 
some remarks and concluding results. 
1c
 
2. Collision integral.  
         For obtaining collision integral, we start with the interaction between the 
quasiparticles in the spin-up superfluid and spin-down normal fluid. This will be found 
by performing a Bogoliubov transformation on the normal-state interaction. The 
Bogoliubov transformation between the normal quasiparticle creation and annihilation 
operators and and the creation and annihilation operators + σ,pa r σ,pa r σα ,p+  and σα ,pr  in the 
superfluid may be written as  
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) + ′−′′′∗+−
′−+′′′
+=
−=
σσσσσσσ
σσσσσσσ
ααυ
αυα
,,,
,,,
ppp
ppp
pupa
ppua
rrr
rrr
rr
rr
                      ( 1 ) 
For the non-unitary state of the A1-phase, we have the following properties between u 
and υ  [10]. 
( ) ( ) andPuPu ,↑↑↑↑ =− rr  ( ) ( )↑↑↑↑ −=− PP rr υυ                      ( 2 ) 
The normal-state interaction is 
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∑=
4,3,2,14
1H 21342143 aaaaT
++〉〈 ,,                                     (3) 
where i =1,2,3 and 4, stands for both momentum ( )iPr and spin ( )iσ variables. By using 
(1) in (3) the interaction between quasiparticles in the A1-phase of superfluid is  
4
1=H       {∑
4321 PPPP
rrrr
,,,
( ) ( ) ][
44 44
+
↑↑↑↑−↑↑
∗ −− PPt PuPT vr
rr ααυ  
( ) ( )↑↑↑−↑↑∗ −−× 33 3[ PuP P rr rαυ ]+ ↑3Prα     
( ) ( ) ][
11 11
+
−↑↑↑↑ ↑↑ −× pp PPu rr
rr αυα  ( ) ( )
2
1
22 22
+− + ↑−↑↑↑↑↑ ]pP PPu rr[
rr αυα  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ][][
11344 1144
*
↑−↑↑↑↑↑
+
↑
+
↑↑↑↑−↑↑ −−−−× pPPPPst PPuPuPTT rrrrr
rrrr αυααααυ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ][
2
1
3342 33
+
↑↑↑↑−↑↑
∗+
↑↑ −−++× PPPstP PuPTT rrr
rr ααυαα   ( ) ↑↑↑ 11 PPu rr α[  
( ) }↓+ ↑−↑↑− 21 ]1 PPP rrr ααυ                          ( 4 ) 
where the amplitudes are given by  
( ) ( )ststt TTTandTTTTT −≡↓↑〉〈↑↓+≡↑↓〉↑↓〈≡〉↑↑↑↑〈 2
1
2
1,  
                ( 5 ) 
The gap parameter of the non-unitary state of the A1- phase, pr∆ , has the same P
r
 
dependence as the A-phase, i.e. it has the axial structure. Furthermore in the A1- phase we 
may write 
222
↑↑∆+= PPPE rrr ε , where Prε is the normal-state quasipartile energy measured 
with respect to the chemical potential and ↑↑∆Pr is the magnitude of the gap in the 
direction P
r
on the Fermi surface [10]. For the discussion of collision processes in the A1-
phase at temperatures just below the transition temperature it is most convenient to work 
in terms of quasiparticles which are related as closely as possible to the quasiparticle in 
the normal state. Accordingly we take the quasiparticle energy to be  
( )
PpPPE rrrr εε sgn2122 ↑↑↑↑ ∆+=               (6) 
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    Since we are interested only in changes in the collision integral of order , we need, 
therefore , to retain only terms involving no more than a single 
pr∆
P
rυ factor. As we have 
mentioned previously, in a superfluid the quasiparticle number is not conserved, and 
therefore scattering processes other than those in a normal Fermi liquid can occur. The 
first term in equation (4) indicates the scattering processes similar to those ones in the 
A-phase, i.e. two, decay and coalescence processes, which have been considered 
extensively by Bhattacharyya et al (1977) [5]. Here for brevity we write the final results 
of the collisions terms corresponding to the first term in equation (4) 
)()1)(1(
4
12)( 4321,4321
2
,,
.
1
4321
432
εεεεδδπ −−+−−=∂
∂
++∑− PPPPt
PPP
coll nnnnTt
n
rrrr
rrr h  
)]([ 44332211 Ψ−Ψ−Ψ+Ψ× ffff                          (7) 
where ni is the quasiparticle distribution function, iΨ  is the deviation function defined in 
terms of the local equlibruim distribution function by the relation  )(. i
e E.lin
)()]([ ...... i
e
iii
el
i
el
ii EnEnnn
l+Ψ−= 1              (8) 
and 
i
i
i
i P
P
P
iiP VE
PPuf r
r
r
r
rr ≡=−= ↑↑↑↑
ευ 22 )()(                         (9) 
For the A1-phase we may write 
2
1222 )sin/( θεε ↑↑∆+== iiii PPPP Vf rrrr            (10) 
where θ  is the angle between  and the orbital anisotropy axis iPˆ lˆ . The second and third 
terms in the interaction between the quasiparticles in equation (4) indicate the two 
quasiparticle scattering process and the coalensce scattering process between the 
Bogoliubov quasiparticles in the up-spin superfluid and the quasiparticles in the down-
spin normal fluid. When the collision terms are linearized we have for the two 
quasiparticle scattering 
 
)])(1)(1()[4,3,2,1(-)( 43214321,
,,
1
432
Ψ−Ψ−Ψ+Ψ−−′=∂
∂ ∑ nnnnWtn NSPPPcoll rrr  
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)( 4321, 4321 εεεεδδ −−+× ++ PPPP rrrr             (11) 
where  
][,
2
3
2
1
22
4
2
1
2
4
1
4
1
4
12 uuTTuuTTW StStNS ++−=′ h
π
                                      (12) 
Note that we have replaced the superfluid quasiparticle energy by the corresponding 
normal-state energy in proper places, since this does not affect contribution of order Pr∆  . 
For the process in which quasiparticle 1,2 and –3 coalesce to give quasiparticle 4 the 
linearized collision term is  
{ [ ] ))1(()(
4
12)( 4321
2
3
2
1
2
,,
1
432
nnnnTT
t
n
st
PPP
coll −+−−=∂
∂
−∑ υυπhrrr  
)]([))(( 23
2
1
2
43214321 υυδ +++Ψ−Ψ+Ψ+Ψ−++× −− St TTEEEE  
}))(())1(( 432143214321 −−− Ψ+Ψ−Ψ+Ψ+−+−× EEEEnnnn δ
4321 PPPP
rrrr ++ ,δ        (13) 
   If we use the particle-hole symmetry of degenerate Fermi system we may replace  
by ,which has been used in obtaining equation (7) too. For the viscosity 
consideration, we may write 
iE−
iE−
)( 222 E−Ψ=Ψ − . The collision integral (13), hence, may be 
rewrite as 
{ 2212421 41412432 StStPPPcoll TTTTt
n +++−−=∂
∂ ∑ )([)(
,,
υυπhrrs  
}
4321 ,43214321
2
1
2
3 ))(1)(1()]( PPPPnnnn ++Ψ−Ψ−Ψ+Ψ−−+× δυυ                   (14) 
Finally by adding the collision terms in equations (11) and (14) we get  
4321
432
,4321
,,
1 )1)(1(
4
12)( PPPP
PPP
coll nnnnt
n
rrrr
rrr h ++−−−=∂
∂ ∑ δπ  
{ )
2
1
2
3([]
2
1
2
3[)( 22211
22
4321 StSt TTffTT ++Ψ+−−+× εεεεδ  
2
22
21 )])(1(2
1 Ψ+−+ St TTff
 
3
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1)(1(
2
1)
2
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2
3([ Ψ+−+−++− StStSt TTTTffTTff
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})])(()([ 4
222
41
22
41 2
11
2
1
2
1
2
3 Ψ−−+−++− StStSt TTTTffTTff       (15) 
one obtains the normal-state collision integral by putting fi=1 in equation (15) . 
 
 3.Viscosity.  
             Before writing a formula for the shear viscosity we write the Boltzmann equation 
for the A1-phase  
.)()()()( 1
1
1
11 coll
k
l
l
k
ji t
n
r
u
r
u
E
nP ∂
∂=∂
∂+∂
∂
∂
∂− υrr                      (16) 
where the collision integral operation is written in equation (15), and we pick out the 
terms in streaming terms of the Boltzmann equation which are relevant to viscosity .  uk 
is the k component of a spatially varing velocity ur . One usually would like to express 
in terms of the corresponding quantity for the normal-state. For this purpose it is more 
convenient to work with the function 
iΨ
iiiX V/Ψ≡ , since in the superfluid close to T it 
differs from normal-state value by amounts of order 
1c
./ cBP TKr∆  
Hence equation (16) becomes 
)1)(1(
4
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,,1
1
11
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r
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∂+∂
∂
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∂ ∑ hrrr πευ  
 
)( 4321, 4321 εεεεδδ −−+× ++ PPPP rrrr  
{ )])(()([][ 22222222122 12
1
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1
2
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1
2
3
StStst TTVTTVXTT +−++++  
3
2222
3
222
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1)(1(
2
1)
2
1
2
3([ XTTTTVTTVX StStSt +−+−++−×  
}4222242224 )]2
1)(1(
2
1)
2
1
2
3([ XTTTTVTTV StStSt −−+−++−    (17) 
where we put )()( 22
1
1 iii VVV
V −≅− , since it does not affect contribution of order Pr∆  . 
Now the Boltzmann equation may be replaced to a one-dimensional integral equation. 
For this purpose we define the function as  ),ˆ( 11 tPQ
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),ˆ())(cosh( 11111 2
2 tPQ
r
u
r
utP
TK
V
k
l
l
k
oF
B
F
∂
∂+∂
∂=Ψ τυ           (18) 
where 
TKB
t ε= . By substituting equation (18) into equation (17) we get 
),ˆ())],ˆ(1(
),ˆ()[(),ˆ()(
)2/cosh(
ˆˆ
11
2
2
1
2
211
2211
tPQtPV
tPVttFtdtPQt
t
PP
ij
ij
ji
′′−+
′′−′∫−+= ∞∞−
β
απ
                       (19)              
                          
where Q  ,ˆˆ),ˆ(),ˆ( jiij PPtPQtP ≡
,),(/)](cos)(cos)(cos)[,(2 1421321222 ><>++−<= φθθθθφθα NN WPPPW        (20) 
)()(cos)([ 222122
22
2 2
1
2
1
2
1
4
122 tsStSt TTTTPTT +−+++−<= θπβ h  
,),(/)](cos)()(cos ><>−−++× φθθθ NstSt WPTTTTP 142222132 2
1
2
1
      (21) 
ijθ  denotes the angle between , and iP
r
jP
r
, 
)3(
8
12
)2/cos(4
),( 22 StN TT
dW +Ω∫>≡< h
π
θπφθ                        (22) 
and 
]2/)sinh[(2
)(
tt
ttttF ′−
′−≡′−  
Bhattacharyya et al (1977)[5] by using the S- and P- wave approximation for the 
scattering amplitudes calculate the values of 2α and >< ),( φθNW for different values of 
pressure. Here we use Pfitzner (1985) procedure [11] for calculating the values of 2β  and 
2α  which appears in equation (19) . It should be noted that 2β  coefficient comes through 
the one-dimensional integral equation for the present of the new scattering processes in 
the A1-phase. We can use quasiparticle scattering amplitude (QSA) of normal Fermi 
fluids instead superfluid QSA for temperatures near T . By using general polynomial 
expansion of the QSA in normal Fermi fluids in Eqs. (20), (21) and (22) , namely [11] : 
↑c
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),()0(
00
, PvXaT kk
k
k
ts lll=
∞
=
∑∑=υ                      (23) ),( oddevenl
where the coefficients with  even (odd) belong to the singlet (triplet) part of the QSA,  l
 
)12/()()14/()12()1(),( 2)0,12(22121 −−++= +− PPvPPkPvX kk lllll l  
   ;  l  ,            (24) ,...,1,0=k k,...,1,0=
 
2
cos2 θ=P        ,       φcos=v  .            (25) 
And since we follow the procedure of  Pfitzner (1985)[11] in calculating the QSA in the 
normal fluid at T , we may truncate Eq.(23) at k =3 for pressure 34.4 bar. By using the 
values of  from table III of reference [11] and doing numerically the integrals in Eqs. 
(20) and (21), we get the following results: 
↑c
kal
720481 22 .. == βα and  
Now we write a formula for the shear viscosity. The momentum flux tensor may be 
written as  
P
m
P
l
P
lm nP
E
P r
r
r
r
r δ)( ∂
∂=∏ ∑                         (26) 
where ..elPPP nnn rrr −=δ characterize the deviation from local equlibrium, and from 
equation (8) we have 
..el
PP nn rr =δ PelPnl rr Ψ− )( ..              (27) 
The shear viscosity is a fourth-rank tensor, which is defined by the relation 




∂
∂+∂
∂−=∏
i
j
j
i
lmijlm r
u
r
uη                                                                                           (28) 
In writing the above equation we have supposed that l m≠ and ji ≠ . When equation 
(27),with considering Eq.(18), is substituted in equation (26) and then compared with 
equation (28), we get  
lmijijlmlmij YVQVX ηηη 15),(15 >>≡<<=            (29) 
where 00
2 ,
5
1 ττρη Fvm
m∗=  is the characteristic relaxation time and is given by  
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><= ∗ NB WTKm 23
64
0 )(
8 hπτ    ,             (30) 
)2/cosh(
ˆˆ
t
PPX mllm ≡    ,              (31) 
...
4
... π
Pd rΩ∫>>=<<    ,                         (32) 
and 
dttBtABA )()(),( ∞∞−∫=                         (33) 
The kernel in the integral equation (19)  has no structure on a scale 
TK B
∆≈t and we may 
write equation (19) in the form 
ijij QHHX )( 10 +=               (34) 
where is the right-hand side of equation (19) with V=1, and  ijoQH
)()))(()(( tQtVttFtdQH ijij ′−′−′−′∫≡ ∞∞− 222221 1 βα           
  )()0(~)( 22 tFQijPr∆−= βαπ                                                                      (35) 
In obtaining the last term in equation (35) we have used the following formula for any 
function A(t) having no structure on a scale TKB/∆  
dttVAtVtA )](1[)0()](1)[( 22 −∫=−∫ ∞∞−∞∞−  
 ∆= ~)0(Aπ               (36) 
where 
TK B
∆=∆~ . The dimensionless viscosity in equation (29) can be written as  
>>−<<−>>=<< ))1(,(),( 2 ijlmijlmlmij QVXQXY  
>>∆<<−>>=<< )0(),0(~),( ijlmijlm QXQX π           (37) 
we write Q  ,where Q  is the unperturbed solution and  is the 
change due to the perturbation. By equating the terms independent of and those linear 
in  to zero in equation (34) , we have  
ijijij QQ 10 += ij0 PijQ r∆∝1
P
r∆
P
r∆
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ijij QHX 00=  
ijij QHQH 10010 +=   or           (38) ijij QHHQ 01101 −−=
where the first equation is the normal-state Boltzmann equation. Hence to the lowest 
order in ∆~  we have 
>>∆<<−
>><<−>>=<< −
)0(),0(~
),(),( 01
1
00
ijlm
ijlmijlmlmij
QX
QHHXQXY
π                                                        (39) 
The second term in the right-hand side of equation (39) can be written as  
>>∫∆<<−>>=<< ∞∞−− )()()0(~)(),( 00220110 tQtFdtQQHHX lmijPijlm βαπ                   (40) 
The integral term in equation (40) can be obtained simply by putting t = 0, V(t)=1 in 
equation (19). Finally we may write  
)]1)(0()0([~ˆˆˆˆ15
2
223
2
2
∂−+>>∆<<−=
βπα
βπηηη NNPjimlnlmijlmij QQPPPP r             (41) 
where . The values of Q (0) and NNmiljmjli
n
lmij YQX ηδδδδηη =+= ),)(( N NY  has been 
evaluated by Bhattacharyya et al (1977) [5]. 
If the orbital axis is taken to be the Z axis, the shear viscosity has two different 
components , xyη  and zyzx ηη = . The angular expression in (41) for these components are 
max
~)/(~ ∆>>=∆<< 2565πPyxyx PPPP r  
max
~)/)((~ ∆>>=∆<< 2565
5
4 πPxzxz PPPP r           (42) 
where  is the maximum value of the Amax∆ 1-phase gap parameter. Formula (41) and (42) 
give 
max
~)])(()()[( ∆−+−=
2
223
2
2 1
256
75
α
βπα
βππη
δη
oQoQ NN
xy
xy  
and  
max
~)])(()()[)(( ∆−+−=
2
223
2
2 1
256
75
5
4
α
βπα
βππη
δη oQoQ NN
zx
zx         (43) 
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4. Conclusions and some remarks.  
          To compare the results with the experiments [2,3,4] one has to know as a 
function of temperature. Pethick et al (1976) [6] by taking  the spin averaged gap 
generalize their results of the A-phase to the A
max∆
1-phase. In weak-coupling theory one has 
2
1
2
1 106345 (.)/()(max
c
cB T
TTKT −=∆ )  for the ABM-state and, hence, the spin 
averaged gap in the A1-phase is ])([.max 2
11
2
1423
↑
↑ −=∆
C
CB T
TTK  . By taking the 
strong coupling effect into account , finally we have 
])([.max 2
11
2
1543
↑
↑ −=∆
c
CB T
TTK  .  
     As we mentioned previously, these scattering processes between the quasiparticles in 
the up-spin superfluid and quasiparticles in the down-spin normal fluid play an important 
role in obtaining the Boltzmann equation for the A1-phase.In this paper we take them into 
account and the results shows themselves through the factor 2β  in equations(19)and  (41). 
    The values of 2α and 2β depend slightly on the pressure through the Landau 
parameters. For pressures 21 bar and 34.36 bar, the melting pressure, the values of 2β  
are respectively 0.79 and 0.72. The values of the last bracket in equation (43) for (21)and 
34.36 bar pressures are respectively 2.27 and 2.12. 
      The viscosity data in the A1 and A2-phase of superfluid 3He were analyzed by 
Alvesola et al (1975)[4] in terms of a coefficient which gives the viscosity in the A1-
phase, and the result for temperatures close to Tc1 and at melting pressure is 
2
1
11
12072 )(..(
)( cc T
T
T
−±−=η )
δη
 . This formula also fits with the data of Roobol et 
al(1994)[3].Our results for P=21 bar are max
~. ∆−= 092
xy
xy
η
δη
 and 
max
~).( ∆−= 092
5
4
zx
zx
η
δη
 , and for the melting pressure we have max
~. ∆−= 921
xy
xy
η
δη
 and 
max
~).( ∆−= 921
5
4
zx
zx
η
δη
 . One expects that in the experiments the measured viscosity is 
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2/)( zxxy ηη +  [6] , Hence we have 21
11
10531303 21 )(.,)(.
cc T
T
T
T −−=−−= η
δη
η
δη
 
for pressures 21 and 34.36 bar respectively. We therefore see that agreement between our 
results and the experiments are fairly good . 
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